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Identifying syntactically or functionally similar code fragments in source code is an impor-
tant research question in software engineering. Many researchers pointed out that detecting
and refactoring code clones can be beneficial for software maintenance purposes.
This work presents a clone detector algorithm. The proposed approach uses a source
code AST representation and identifies similar fragments by generating and filtering pattern
trees created from subtree pairs. The algorithm extends the existing technique of tree
comparison by including Munkers assignment algorithm (The Hungarian method) and the
longest common subsequence algorithm.
Munkres assignment algorithm helps to identify rearranged code fragments. The LCS
algorithm is used to compare subtrees of different syntactic variants. Experiments showed
that these algorithm can help better evaluate code fragments to identify duplicates.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Code clone detection has been an open research question for a while now. The reason it is
an important topic is that code clones make program maintenance harder, since an error in
one code clone will require a rewrite of multiple fragments. In addition, code clones increase
the size of the program, which has a negative effect on code quality and makes reusing and
understanding code more complicated. Previous work shows that existing software systems
contain [7-23%] duplicated code fragments [1, 2].
Code clones are identical or nearly identical code fragments that can be created with the
use of copy & paste with or without modification by the programmer (fragment 1.1). While
coping the existing fragment from the source code is considered one of the most common
reasons for clone creation, researchers also pointed out that clone fragments can be created
from independent sources[3].
sum : : (Num a ) => [ a ] −> a sum’ : : (Num a ) => [ a ] −> a
sum [ ] = 0 sum’ ( y : ys ) = sum’ ys + y
sum ( x : xs ) = x + sum’ xs sum’ [ ] = 0
Fragment 1.1: Example of code clones.
1.1 TERMINOLOGY
Clone detection – the process of identifying code fragments that have a similarity rela-
tionship.
Code fragment – a sequence of the lines from the source code (with or without comments)
of any granularity.
Code clone – a code fragment that is similar or identical to other fragment.
Clone pair – two code fragments with specific similarity (textual or functional).
Clone class/group – list of all the code fragments, where each fragment can be paired
with any other from the list to represent a clone pair.
Clone type - code clones are divided between two major categories: syntactically similar
code fragments and code fragments with similar functionality without being textually similar.
In general, similar code clones are divided into two groups: type-3 (textually similar) and
type-1 (similar functionality).
Type-1 clones: clones that are exactly alike with modifications only in whitespace and
comments (fragment 1.2).
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sum : : (Num a ) => [ a ] −> a −− . . . comment . . .
sum [ ] = 0 sum : : (Num a ) => [ a ] −> a
sum ( x : xs ) = x + sum’ xs sum [ ] = 0
sum ( x : xs ) = x + sum’ xs
Fragment 1.2: Example of a type-1 code clone.
Type-2 clones: similar clone fragments with changes only to whitespace, comments,
identifiers, literals, types, etc. (fragment 1.3).
sum : : (Num a ) => [ a ] −> a sum’ : : (Num a ) => [ a ] −> a
sum [ ] = 0 sum’ [ ] = 0
sum ( x : xs ) = x + sum’ xs sum’ ( y : ys ) = sum’ ys + y
Fragment 1.3: Example of a type-2 code clone.
Type-3 clone: further modified type-2 clones, with added or removed statements, mod-
ified lines. Exact definition of this type differs from paper to paper. Some suggest that
type-3 clones can be identified by a threshold or the Levenshtein Distance — the number
of insertions, deletion or substitution required to transform one source code into another
(fragment 1.4).
sum : : (Num a ) => [ a ] −> a sum’ : : (Num a ) => [ a ] −> a
sum [ ] = 0 sum’ ( y : ys ) = sum’ ys + y
sum ( x : [ ] ) = x sum’ [ ] = 0
sum ( x : xs ) = x + sum’ xs
Fragment 1.4: Example of a type-3 code clone.
Type-4 clones: functionally similar code fragments implemented with different syntactic
variants. For example, fragment 1.5 represents type-4 clones.
Balazinska et al. and Kasper et al [4] propose a detailed classification for clones. Identi-
fying specific types of code clones help in developing more targeted approaches for the clone
detection.
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reverse : : [ a ] −> [ a ]
reverse xx = aux xx [ ]
where aux [ ] acc = acc
aux ( x : xs ) acc = aux xs ( x : acc )
reverse : : [ a ] −> [ a ]
reverse [ ] = [ ]
reverse ( x : xs ) = rev xs ++ [ x ]
Fragment 1.5: Example of type-4 code clone.
1.2 MORE ABOUT CODE CLONES
1.2.1 Code clones in software system
Many researchers have pointed out that a significant amount of code is duplicated in
existing large software systems. Baker puts this number to 13-14% [1], while Baxter et al
concluded that large software contains 12.7% of cloned fragments [2].
1.2.2 Why code clones are created
Software systems contain code clones for many reasons and they can be divided in four
major categories: development strategies, maintenance benefits, overcoming underlying limi-
tations, cloning by accident. Figure 1.1 contains detailed information about different factors
affecting clone code creation [5]. Sometimes, duplicated code can be caused by language
limitations and cannot be avoided. However, in many cases, it is a result of lack of plan-
ning from the developments teams’ side, given time constraints and/or lack of knowledge
and understanding of large systems. Additionally, accidental clones can be introduced when
interacting with other software or using different APIs and libraries [3]. A more detailed
description of some of the factors is given below as described in [5].
Development strategies - similar code fragments can result from many different reuse
and programming approaches. Simple reuse of existing code or logic, with or without copying
and pasting, causes code duplication. While cloned fragments can create problems, they can
also help by providing tested and reliable code fragments (assuming that part of the program
has been tested rigorously).
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Figure 1.1: Tree-diagram for the reasons for cloning [5]
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Unnecessary duplicated code can be caused by the way the system is developed. For
instance, when several groups work on the different parts of the same system, they might
implement similar functionality. Merging two existing software code-bases can cause the
same issue. Further, good system design might not be enough if software features are
added or removed during the development process, especially if strict time constraints make
it impossible for the restructured model to support new features without reimplementing
previously developed logic.
Maintenance Benefits - Code clones can complicate maintenance as mentioned before,
however, they can also have a positive effect. Introducing system updates and/or new
software always requires a rigorous testing process. When new but similar functionality is
introduced to an existing system, reusing old code fragments might simplify development
since the cloned code fragments are already tested. The cloned fragment might be copied,
modified and updated independently from the original one, which accelerates and eases the
maintenance. Moreover, similar functionality developed by different teams can be included
in life-critical software to ensure robustness.
Overcoming Underlying Limitations - In an ideal world, writing reusable code would
be easy. In the real world, that is not always the case. First of all, not all existing languages
provide tools for developing reusable code. Given time limitations, sometimes it is more ben-
eficial to reuse existing fragments by copying and modifying them. In general, writing robust
reusable code requires more time, planning and testing. In addition to limitations imposed
by languages and tools used in software development, the developers’ limited knowledge and
skill are another barrier to creating clone free software. Another reason for clone creation
can be wrong incentives, such as when a developer’s productivity is measured by their lines
of code count.
Cloning by accident – Code clones can exist in a program without the knowledge of
the developer. When using multiple APIs and libraries, one might end up with duplicated
functionalities without a way to merge them. As mentioned above, unintentional similar
fragments can be a result of multiple people working to develop one software package. Addi-
tionally, sometimes software with a long history changes ownership, or the original developer
might not remember some functionality created a long time ago.
1.2.3 When and why code clones matter
While duplicating code is not always harmful for software development, research shows
that code clones can create problems in many situations. If the code fragments are updat-
ed/modified inconsistently, or if the original code contained errors, the system will become
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more error prone. Code clones make program understanding harder, since the developer
would need to spend more time examining differences between similar fragments. Code
clones might also be the result of a badly designed system with poor abstraction. Such code
will have low reusability.
1.3 OTHER USES OF CODE CLONE DETECTORS
Clone detectors can improve software quality, and the algorithms developed for duplicated
code detection can be used in many applications [5]:
Detecting library candidates - Existing code can be examined for often used fragments.
These fragments can represent perfect library candidates.
Plagiarism detection – Clone detection algorithms can be used in plagiarism detection
tools. While plagiarized code is more difficult to detect (since it is usually masked intention-
ally to look different from the original fragment), the idea of detecting copied and modified
code is closely related to clone detection.
Copyright detection – Similar to plagiarism, a clone detector tool can be used to
identify copyright infringement. That means that the tool has to be modified to measure
similarity between software.
Bug detection – After detecting erroneous code fragments, similar fragments can be
examined for the same bug. A clone detector will be useful for finding similar fragments.
A real life problem of cloned faulty fragments has been studied [6]. On October 12, 2007,
662 railway stations in Tokyo experienced technical difficulties that impacted more than
4000 gate machines. A Failure during the boot-up process caused system crashes. It took
more than half a day to locate the problem. The problem was a result of a single erroneous
line in the source code. This accident inconvenienced approximately 2.6 million people.
Six days later, a similar problem was reported from Tokyo’s 65 stations. In this case,
more than 100 adjustment machines experienced technical difficulties. This affected about
400 passengers. In both situations the boot-up system was developed by the same vendor
and systems were using similar source code. While the vendor tried to search for the same
defect in other boot-up systems after the first accident, the problem causing the second
incident was not detected in time.
It was later discovered that while the systems shared similar source code, the date format
was changed for the second system. That was the reason why incident occurred on a different
day [6]. It is logical to suggest that the vendor reused the same source code for the new
machines. The copied fragments were modified to accommodate the data format change,
but they were not carefully checked for possible defects.
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This real life example indicates the need for and difficulty of developing better code clone
detectors to identify similar defects in software product collections.
A more gruesome example of the same problem is described in [7] which covers a tragic
incident on February 25, 1991, in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. As a result of software errors, a
Patriot missile defence system was unable to stop an incoming missile.
The source code of the defense system contained over one million lines. The software
underwent multiple updates with critical time constraints. During one of these updates,
a new subroutine, which converted the clock value into a more precise representation, was
supposed to be added in six different source points. Unfortunately, it was only added in three
of them. This caused fixedpoint round-off errors. As a result, the system miscalculated the
distance of the missile by 687 meters.
While the paper [7] proposed multiple ways to fix the problem in the defense system, one
can argue that the important first step should have been identifying all the fragments that
needed updates to the time representation.
Roy, in his paper [5], described more ways to reuse clone detection tools for other purposes.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
Code clone detection is a computationally complicated task, given that there is no infor-
mation about clone structure prior to clone detection. This means that every part of the
software can be a potential duplicate, and it therefore needs to be compared to every other
possible fragment, which has poor computational complexity.
2.1 CODE DETECTION PROCESS
Existing tools propose multi-step approaches to clone detection. These steps are given in
the graphic 2.1 as described in [5].
The next sections give an overview to existing steps of the clone detection process.
2.1.1 Preprocessing
During this step code is scrubbed of all uninteresting parts. This may include embedded
code or parts of the code that will produce false positives (e.g., class declarations or similar
fragments). Some comparison techniques also require source units to be partitioned further
(for example, into lines, or tokens) to prepare code for the comparison algorithm.
2.1.2 Transformation
After preprocessing, code is transformed into an appropriate intermediate representation
for the given techniques. This process is called extraction. Code or intermediate representa-
tion may be altered further before becoming an input to the clone detector.
Extraction - code can be transformed into different forms depending on what is required
by the comparison algorithm:
1. Tokenization - Tokenization is used for token based approaches to turn code into
sequences of tokens defined by the lexical rules of the programming language of interest.
This transformation ignores all whitespaces and comments.
2. Parsing - Parsing is used for syntactic approaches. The code is parsed into abstract
syntax trees (ASTs). Source units are represented by the subtrees.
3. Control and Data Flow Analysis - Source code in transformed into a program de-
pendency graph for semantics-aware approaches. Source units are represented as subgraphs
and isomorphic subgraphs are marked as clones.
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Figure 2.1: A generic clone detection process [5]
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2.1.3 Normalization
Some of the proposed approaches might be sensitive to whitespace, comments, and/or
changes in names of identifiers. That is why during normalization we may removing whites-
pace and/or comments and normalize identifiers. While most approaches ignore whitespace
and comments, some approaches still use them as one fo the features for metric based
methods[8]. Text based approaches also require normalizing the layout of the code. Further-
more, code can be structurally transformed in order to treat the same syntactic variants as
similar ones.
2.1.4 Match Detection
For match detection, prepossessed and/or transformed code is used as an input for an
algorithm that measures similarity between comparison units. The algorithms vary for
different techniques. For text based techniques we can use normalized text comparison.
Popular algorithms for further modified inputs include suffix-tree, dynamic pattern matching,
and hash-value comparison. Match detection algorithms are expected to report the largest
possible code fragments as clones.
The output of the match detection algorithm should be list of clone pairs or clone groups
with corresponding source information.
2.1.5 Post-processing
After similar code fragments are identified, the next phase will involve formatting and
filtering the information to make the output data readable and valuable. Filtering involves
evaluating clone pairs by automated heuristics based on different characteristics, like length,
frequency etc. This step helps to filter out unimportant or small clone fragments. In addition
to automated analysis, a good clone detector should allow manual analysis because of false
positives. It is almost never beneficial for a tool to automatically decide whether or not
reported fragments need generalization.
2.2 CODE DETECTION TECHNIQUES
Existing clone detection techniques can be grouped in four different categories: textual,
lexical, syntactic, and semantic.
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2.2.1 Text based techniques
Text based techniques represents one of the simplest approaches. A program is considered
as a sequence of lines and the algorithm looks for repeated sequences in the source code.
This approach is not as robust against simple code changes (formatting, spacing, renaming,
etc.) as others described below. While this technique requires no source code transformation,
comments and whitespace casn still be ignored. In addition to simple text to text comparison,
line fingerprinting for faster comparison has been implemented by Johnson [9, 10].
2.2.2 Token based techniques
The input of a clone detection algorithm in token based (or lexical) approaches is a program
represented as a token stream. For clone detection, the token representation is searched for
similar subsequences. This approach can also ignore renamed variables and small superficial
changes (parentheses, brackets, etc.) in addition to whitespace, comments, and formatting
differences. Existing tools that use lexical approaches with suffix tree representation include
CCFinder [11] and CP-Miner [12].
2.2.3 Metric based techniques
Metric based techniques are a part of syntactic approaches. These techniques do not
directly compare code fragments or AST subtrees to each other. Rather they first gather
a number of metrics for given fragment and create a characteristics vector, which is later
compared to other vectors for clone detection. To speed up the process, one can use a
fingerprinting function to yield comparison values.
2.2.4 Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) based techniques
AST based techniques are another example of a syntactic approach. The source code is
parsed into an abstract syntax tree (AST) or annotated abstract syntax tree, which keeps
source information. The clone detection process involves identifying similar subtrees. To
improve the speed of the algorithm, one can use subtree characteristics vectors or suffix-tree
representations for comparison. This technique is further explored in next chapter.
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2.2.5 PDG based approaches
Program Dependency Graph based methods, as part of the semantic approaches, use
more precise information than syntactic similarity during comparison. For this method,
code is parsed into a program dependency graph (PDG) — nodes containing expressions
and statements and edges representing control and data dependencies. For clone detection,
isomorphic subgraphs are identified. While this approach can identify more precise code
clones, it also has the worst computational complexity.
2.2.6 Hybrid based techniques
In addition to the techniques that are described above, many approaches use hybrid tech-
niques: a combination of two or more common methods. For example, Koschke et al [13]
uses program AST representation but for clone detection they compare tokens of the AST
nodes. Leitao [14] uses AST metrics and call graphs for identifying similar code fragments.
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CHAPTER 3: RELATED WORK
While most of the tools mentioned above only target clone detection in object oriented
programming languages, the same principles can be applied to programs written in functional
programming languages. Several researchers have developed algorithms for clone detection
in Haskell [15, 16, 17], in Erlang [18]
3.1 CODE CLONE DETECTION FOR FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES
Clone detectors usually support one or more specific programming languages. Creating
a general algorithm for every language means that specific language paradigms will not be
integrated into the tool. Of course, this is not ideal. By not taking a language specification
into account, the algorithm for clone detection will be negatively affected by changes in the
code that are specific for the given language. The next few paragraphs give an overview of
clone detection techniques developed for the Haskell language.
Brown et al [15] developed clone detection and elimination in Haskell using an AST based
approach. This tool is integrated in the HaRe refactoring framework [19], which supports
multiple text editors. They have split the clone detection process into two parts: analyses
stage and transformation stage.
During the analyses stage the clone detection algorithm tries to identify the common
structure of the ASTs in question. In order to achieve this, the first step includes grouping
expressions of the same syntactic form. For the clone detection, each expression is compared
to every other expression from the relevant group. Then subtrees are traversed from root
to leaf and the corresponding nodes are compared to each other. The algorithm takes
into account that sometimes different constructs can be still considered identical during
comparison. This happens when two identifiers refer to the same top level identifier, or
when comparing literal to any other literal or local identifier. Expressions with patterns are
considered identical in the case where both the expression and pattern parts of the ASTs
are similar.
Since the clone detector is integrated into the existing HaRe framework, the refactoring
capabilities of HaRe are used for function folding, as-pattern folding, and merging two func-
tions into a new definition. While these refactoring step depends on a user, the authors
suggest that it improves clone code detection. After identifying similar fragments, identical
clones are merged into clone classes.
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During the transformation stage the user is informed about existing clones in the
system and they decide whether or not to continue with the transformation. If user decides
to replace the expressions then a new function will be automatically generated based on the
least general generalization of the expressions using anti-unification.
Another tool developed for clone detection in Haskell is the “Haskell Clone Detection using
Pattern Comparing Algorithm” [16]. The proposed algorithm looks for structurally identical
subtrees. The algorithm traverses the AST from the leaf nodes to the root node. Subtrees
are divided into groups of similar subtrees and then parents for each node is returned to
continue comparison up. The algorithm makes the following assumptions: similar subtrees
have at least one similar child and at least one child that has the same height as the other.
While these assumptions identify syntactically similar clones, a less restrictive similarity
function is required to detect further modified code clones.
3.2 DETECTING CLONE WITH DIFFERENCES IN ABSTRACT SYNTAX TREES
After copying and pasting code snippets, programmers sometimes modify the fragments
so much that the fragments’ ASTs level-to-level comparison gives a larger difference than the
fragments actually have. That is why looking for exact subtrees for similar code identification
will result in a lot of false negatives. On the other hand, many tools abstract the syntactic
structure of the tree and then use the abstracted information for comparison, which might
result in false positives.
To make a clone detection algorithm with improved precision and recall, many studies have
proposed pattern based clone detection [20, 21]. Evans et al. [20] proposed clone detection
by identifying duplicated tree pattern. Tree pattern is a rooted tree which might have leaves
labeled as hole nodes. Code clones are identified by searching for multiple occurrences of a
single pattern in the AST.
One implementation of this approach is described and tested for Java in [21]. The algo-
rithm proposed looks for the most specific generalization (MSG) of two trees containing the
identical rooet nodes. Here are the steps it follows.
• Represent tree t with root node s and subtrees t1, ..., tk as s(t1, ..., tk).
• Create tree patterns by comparing different subtrees. If, at any level, subtrees have
dissimilar nodes, the # symbol is used to represent the difference in the pattern tree.
For example, for t1 = (a,+(a, 6)) and t2 = (a,+(a, ∗(b, 1))) the most specific general-
ization will be MSG(t1, t2) = (a,+(a,#)).
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• Create pattern clusters by identifying duplicated patterns.
• Finally, analyze pattern clusters and report based on the utility.
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CHAPTER 4: PROPOSED APPROACH
The main idea of clone code detection is to assess how similar two fragments are. When
source code is transformed into an AST, subtrees are evaluated for similarity. While tree
based clone detection algorithms work to some extent, it is important to ensure that the
output is unaffected by artificial or accidental changes in the code fragments.
My proposed method is based on the algorithm described in the previous chapter: creating
a pattern tree while comparing given subtrees level by level. Furthermore, the algorithm also
takes into account that subtrees can be more similar than what is identified by simple node
to node comparison. For this, the Munkres assignment algorithm (Hungarian method) [22]
and longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm are used. These algorithms are described
below.
4.1 OVERVIEW OF THE ALGORITHMS
4.1.1 Munkres assignment algorithm
Munkres’ assignment algorithm (also known as the Hungarian method) is an assignment
optimization algorithm. It can complete a task in polynomial time.
Assignment Problem - Given n workers and n jobs and the information about the cost
for agent i, i = 1...n to complete task j, j = 1...n find the least cost required to complete
all the tasks by assigning one agent to one task and one task to only one agent.
Munkres’ Assignment Algorithm (Hungarian Algorithm) used in this paper is described
in [23]. A simple overview of the modified version of the algorithm is given below.
This algorithm is described in six steps:
Step 0. create an n×n matrix 4.1, each element representing the cost of assigning worker
i to the job j;
T1 T2 T3
A1 c11 c12 c13
A2 c21 c22 c23
A3 c31 c32 c33
Table 4.1: Cost matrix for n = 3
Step 1. The minimum element of each row is subtracted from its corresponding row.
After this, each row will have at least one zero.
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Step 2. Check if an optimal assignment is possible. Count the minimum number of
horizontal and vertical lines required to cover all zeros in the matrix. If this number is equal
to n then an optimal solution exists (see tabel 4.2(a)). If the number of lines is less than n
(as in table 4.2(b)) go to next step.





A2 0 c′22 c
′
23




A1 0 c′12 c
′
31
A2 0 c′22 c
′
23
A3 0 c′32 c
′
33
Table 4.2: Cost matrix after step 1.
Step 3. Find the minimum element in each column and subtract it from every value in
the corresponding column and check if an optimal assignment is possible (as described in
step 2), if not (see table 4.3) go to step 4.
T1 T2 T3
A1 0 c12 c13
A2 0 c22 c23
A3 0 0 0
Table 4.3: Cost matrix after step 3.
Step 4. Cover the 0s with the minimum number of lines as described in step 2. Find
the smallest uncovered element and subtract it from every uncovered element and add it to
every element covered with two lines.
In example 4.3, zeros are covered by two lines, one for the first column and one for the
last row. This means that minimum value to complete step 4 should be chosen from c12, c13,
c22, c23. Element c31 will be the only element covered by two lines. For the purposes of this
example, let’s assign some values to these variables and complete step 4.
(a) Before step 4. (b) After step 4.
T1 T2 T3
A1 0 500 2000
A2 0 1000 1500
A3 0 0 0
T1 T2 T3
A1 0 0 1500
A2 0 500 1000
A3 500 0 0
Table 4.4: Cost matrix for step 4.
Step 5. Check if the optimal solution exists as described in step 2, If not, restart the
algorithm from step 2. In the example above 4.4(b) solution will be to assign A1 to T2, A2
to T1 and A3 to T2.
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4.1.2 Usage
Let’s discuss a simple example. The functions in code fragments 4.1 and 4.2 are identical.
head : : [ a ] −> a
head ( x : ) = x
head [ ] = error ”Empty L i s t ”
Fragment 4.1: Example of ”head” function ......................................
head : : [ a ] −> a
head [ ] = error ”Empty L i s t ”
head ( x : ) = x
Fragment 4.2: Example of ”head” function with reordered patterns
A simplified version of the important parts of the abstract syntax trees generated from the
fragments 4.1 and 4.2 are shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2. As it is clear from the figures, root
FunBind has two subtrees labeled Match, and they are identical to the subtrees with same
label on the other tree. The only difference between the two ASTs is the order of children
for node FunBind.
The previously discussed algorithm suggests node to node comparisons with either level
order traversal or bottom-up traversal of the subtrees. While this process will still identify























Figure 4.1: Simplified AST of fragment 4.1
This is where Munkers assignment algorithm can be used. Instead of doing blind in























Figure 4.2: Simplified AST of fragment 4.2
compared. Cost values used for this purpose are represented by the number of nodes that
two subtrees differ from each other. For the given simplified subtrees these values are shown




Table 4.5: Cost matrix
As is easily seen from table 4.5, Matches are paired with proper subtrees, allowing the
whole tree to be identified as a clone pair.
This algorithm is not applied to expressions or statements that have a fixed number of
children, each having different purpose. For example, the AST of if expression is given in
figure 4.3. Exp(1) representing the conditional, Exp(2) and Exp(3) representing alternative
expressions executed depending on the condition. To say that two if expressions are copies
of each other, there needs to be similarity between all the component pairs independently.
If
Exp(1) Exp(2) Exp(3)
Figure 4.3: Simplified AST of If expression
One can argue that rearranging subtrees to match another structure might create false
positives as clones. In some cases, reordering subtrees will affect the program output, cause
an error by creating unreachable statements, or use of undefined variables. On the other
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hand, functions that have different patterns but almost identical right-hand sides might
suggest an opportunity for better abstractions.
4.1.3 Longest common subsequence
The longest common subsequence (LCS) problem: Given two sequences find the longest
common subsequence existing in both sequences. The subsequence is not necessarily contigu-
ous but the elements occurs in the same relative order. An example of the longest common
subsequence of two sequences is given below:
S1 = ABBCDACDDEAB
S2 = DABCCDDEBBCD
LCS(S1, S2) = ABCCDDEB
Algorithm: given two sequences X[x1, x2, ..., xn] and Y [y1, y2, ..., ym], and let Xi = [x1, x2, ..., xi]
prefix of X and Yi = [y1, y2, ..., yi] prefix of Y, then we can recursively define LLCS(Xi, Yj),
where LCS is a length of the longest common subsequence:
• if i = 0 or j = 0 then LCS = ∅
• If xi = yj then xi is part of LCS
LLCS(X, Y ) = 1 + LLCS(Xi−1, Yj−1).
• If xi 6= yj then
LLCS(X, Y ) = max(LLCS(Xi−1, Yj), LLCS(Xi, Yj−1)).
The problem can be solved in polynomial time using dynamic programming.
4.1.4 Usage
To detect more complicated clones than just type-1 or type-2, a clone detector should be
able to evaluate the similarity between two code fragments. The longest common subse-
quence algorithm has been used for identifying code fragments that have been edited (more
significantly than just renaming variables) after copying and pasting. LCS calculates the
number of similar elements in the token stream generated from each fragment. With this
technique one can detect code clones even if lines are removed, added, or edited in the original
code. The return value from the LCS algorithm makes it possible to evaluate the closeness
of two fragments. While this method on its own has its limitations, one can integrate it with
the tree pattern based clone detection mention above.
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The tree pattern clone detector generates a tree pattern based on two tree comparisons.
It traverses trees from root to leaf nodes with level order traversal. Upon comparing two
different nodes it creates a “hole” node, which remembers the size of the original subtrees.
These value are used later for evaluation of the code clone’s utility, therefore, it makes
sense to collect additional information using the LCS algorithm for the subtrees which were
replaced with the “hole” nodes.
For a simple example, we can discuss the code fragments shown in 4.3. Two functions f1
and f2 are exactly the same, except the body of f2 has been parenthesized.
f 1 : : a −> a f2 : : a −> a
f1 a = a f2 a = ( a )
Fragment 4.3: Parenthesized Expression.
When transformed into as AST, f2 has one extra node for the parenthesized expression,
shown in figure 4.4 (the exact names of the nodes were simplified for the purposes of the













Figure 4.4: Simplified AST of fragment 4.3
Rhs(2) to each other, it runs into different nodes Exp and Parenthesized-Exp. In the next
step a new hole node is created which replaces the subtrees with total size of x. Depending
on the expression’s actual size, this number might have an affect on identifying subtrees
FunBind(1) and FunBind(2) as code clones. If x is a big number, then these subtrees will
have fewer nodes in common than merged with the hole node.
This problem can be avoided if the algorithm can foresee similarities in subtrees with
different root nodes. For this purpose, token streams are created from the subtrees and
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are used as inputs for the LCS algorithm. If the length of the LCS satisfies a predefined
threshold, this value can be used in combination with sizes of the subtrees to evaluate the
fragments’ similarity.
While this example uses a parenthesized expression, it should be pointed out that there
are other ways to deal with differences in the AST caused by parentheses. One can nor-
malize the parentheses before the code is transformed into ASTs, and nodes corresponding
to parenthesized expressions can be omitted from the tree and replaced by the subtree that
corresponds to the expression inside the parentheses.
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CHAPTER 5: PROPOSED APPROACH AND IMPLEMENTATION
Clone code detection means evaluating the similarity of two fragments and assessing the
likelihood that those fragments are a clone pair.
The clone detector presented in this paper was developed in C++ as an standalone appli-
cation. The main goal of this project was not to provide a tool for clone detection, but to
test the merit of the algorithm described below.
5.1 OVERVIEW OF THE CLONE DETECTION STEPS
The program accepts Haskell source code and an annotated AST of the code as its inputs
and outputs code fragments with similarity that satisfies the predefined threshold. Addi-
tionally, it puts a lower bound on the number of tokens for reported clone pairs to avoid
trivial clones.
The Haskell code in question is transformed into an annotated AST using a standalone
parser for Haskell — the Haskell-Source with Extensions (HSE, haskell-src-exts)1. After
transformation, the AST is fed into the program and the tree structure is reconstructed into
C++ objects. During this process expressions with the same syntactic variants are grouped
together.
Before the reconstructed AST is fed into the algorithm it goes through a simple modi-
fication that takes into account the existence of syntactic variants. For example, consider
fragment 5.1 and its AST in figure 5.1.
f 1 : : a −> a f2 : : a −> a
f1 a = l et b = 3 f2 a = a + b
in a + b where b = 3
Fragment 5.1: Example of expressions with Let and Where.
f1 and f2 are functionally identical. To detect that, the clone detector should compare
BDecls(1) to BDecls(2) and Exp(1) to Exp(2). The tree can be modified such that those
nodes are on the same level to make sure they will be recognized when compared by the
top-down tree comparison techniques.
The next step is to run the tree pattern generator for element pairs from each group.
The pseudo-code of tree pattern generator is given below (fragment 5.7). During this step,















Figure 5.1: Simplified AST of the fragment 5.1
root to leaf and for each node the corresponding pattern node is created recursively. When
comparing two nodes one of three situations can occur:
1. Nodes t1 and t2 have the same syntactic form. In this case a pattern node of the same
type is created and added to the pattern
2. Nodes t1 and t2 represent different syntactic variants. In this casea new hole node
h is added to the corresponding pattern tree Pt1,t2 . In addition, we run the LCS
algorithm for the token stream generated from subtrees t1 and t2 to evaluate the
similarity between them.
3. Nodes t1 and t2 represent the same syntactic variants, but they are also one represen-
tative of their corresponding multi set. Under these circumstances, elements of the set
are assigned to the closest elements from the second set and their patterns are added
to the pattern tree.
After all possible patterns are collected, they are sorted by the number of actual nodes the
tree contains. Each pattern Pt1,t2 from the list is evaluated against predefined thresholds.
When Pt1,t2 is reported the t1 and t2 source points are used to report the exact fragments of
the clone pair. The corresponding subfragments of outputted fragments can also be identified
as duplicated. However, when Pt1,t2 is reported every node in the tree gets marked so that
it is not reported again.
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5.2 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
As mentioned above, the AST is reconstructed using C++ objects. Object types depict
the types of nodes in the AST. We use inheritance to ensure reuse of functionality. Objects
are divided into two categories: Node and Child node. Additionally, to fully take advantage
of inheritance and function overloading, a Child node can be split into two categories based
on the number of nodes it represents. The figures below give an overview of the general
structure of Node Superclass (fragment 5.2), Child node Superclass (fragment 5.3), Node
(fragment 5.4), and Child node (fragment 5.5).
Node Superclass (fragment 5.2) is a parent class of every type class. Some functions are
overridden in the child classes, but the general functions (defined below) are implemented
as type free using helpers functions.
Fragment 5.2: Structure of Node Superclass
1 Node Superclass
2 string type;
3 int number of hole nodes;
4 int size of hole nodes;
5 int size bool hole;
6 List <Node> corresponding nodes;
7 void get new object();
8 Node pattern generator (Node t2);
9 Node generate hole node ();
10 List <Node> generate token stream ();
11 List <Child node> get child nodes ();
12 void update size;
13 compare nodes (Node t2, Node pattern tree);
14 end
Child Node Superclass and its derived classes are helper classes are created for simpli-
fying the development process. These classes can contain either a single node or multiple
nodes that are meant to be grouped. For instance, a Do l [Stmt l] - Do node can have
multiple Stmt children, however, they will be merged in one list inside a Child Node. On the
other hand, Let l (Binds l) (Exp l) will have two different Child Nodes each containing
only one node Binds and Exp.
The actual types of Nodes and parent Node are defined according to the syntax used
for AST generation. For example, Exp is a parent node to these classes: Var, App, Let,
Lambda and etc. Some inherited functions are overridden in child classes. Parent Node
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Fragment 5.3: Structure of Child Node Superclass
1 Child Node Superclass
2 bool multi node;
3 int number of hole nodes;
4 int size;
5 Child Node get new child object();
6 Child Node compare (Child Node c2);
7 Node get node ();
8 List <Node> get node ();
9 void add (Node t);
10 void update size ();
classes are derived classes of Node Superclass and they provide empty interfaces to allow
for polymorphism. Functions defined in this class include constructors, get new object that
return a new object of exact type created with the empty constructor, and get child nodes
which returns a list of all the connected Child Nodes.
Fragment 5.4: Structure of class Node
1 Node: Parent Node, Child Node 1,...
2 Node ();
3 Node (file);
4 void get new object();
5 List <Child node> get child nodes ();
6 end
Fragment 5.5: Structure of class Child Node
1 Child Node: Child Node Superclass
2 Child Node ();
3 Child Node (file);
4 Node get node ();
5 List <Node> get node ();
6 void add (Node t);
7 Node or List <Node>; /* The class is redefined for different types */
8 end
The Child Node class is redefined for each type of data: Exp, Decl, Stmt, list of Exp etc.
When a Child Node contains list of Nodes, multi node is marked as true. This value affects
functions compare and get child nodes. Method get child nodes returns the Node or list
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of Nodes defined in the class. The add function either adds the passed parameter to the list
of Node (If multi node is true), or just updates the value of Node.
Below are the definitions of other functions that are implemented for the clone detection
process.
Fragment 5.6: pattern collection calls pattern generator for every possible
pair
1 void pattern collection (map <type,List <Node> > node groups)
2 for ((type, group) in node group) do
3 if (group.size > 1) then
4 for (i = 0 to group.size) do
5 for (j = i+1 to group.size) do
6 if group[i].size > threshold & group[j].size > threshold then
7 pattern generator (group[i],group[j]);
Fragment 5.7: pattern generator creates a pattern tree of two subtrees
1 Node pattern generator (Node t1, Node t2)
2 key = generate lookup key (t1, t2);
3 if (lookup [key]) then
4 return lookup [key];
5 end
6 Node pattern tree = t1.get new object();
7 lookup [key] = pattern tree;
8 pattern tree.corresponding nodes.add (t1);
9 pattern tree.corresponding nodes.add (t2);
10 if (t1.type!= t2.type) then
11 generate hole node (t1, t2, pattern tree);
12 else
13 compare nodes (t1, t2, pattern tree);
14 end
15 return pattern node;
16 end
The function pattern collection (fragment 5.6) accepts a map of <key, Node> pairs.
Each list represents a different type group. The function filters the subtrees that satisfy the
minimum number of tokens requirement and passes them to pattern generator to create
a pattern tree.
Even though pattern generator and other functions discussed below are defined inside
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the class and only take one argument, here they are discussed as functions with two param-
eters, the first parameter corresponding to the this object.
The function pattern generator (fragment 5.7) generates pattern tree for the given
nodes.
First, the lookup table is checked for an existing pattern. If it is found, the function simply
returns the result. Otherwise, a new pattern node is created. Function get new object
returns an empty object of the same type as t1 and it becomes the root of the pattern
tree. This node also saves t1 and t2 in the corresponding nodes container. The algorithm
moves on to compare types of the node. If the types are different, nodes t1 and t2 will
be represented by holes nodes and function generate hole node will be called to fill the
pattern tree node with relevant information. If t1 and t2 have the same type, we call
function compare nodes to continue comparing child nodes.
Fragment 5.8: generate hole node creates a hole replacing t1 and t2 in pattern
tree
1 void generate hole node (Node t1, Node t2, Node pattern tree)
2 pattern tree.hole = true;
3 pattern tree.number of hole nodes ++;
4 pattern tree.size of hole nodes = t1.size + t2.size;
5 t1 tokens = t1.generate token stream ();
6 t2 tokens = t2.generate token stream ();
7 List <Node> lcs list= LCS (t1 tokens, t2 tokens);
8 if (lcs list.size > threshold (t1 tokens.size (), t2 tokens.size ())) then
9 pattern tree.lcs size = lcs list.size;
10 pattern tree.size of hole nodes-= 2*lcs list.size;
11 end
12 end
Function generate hole node (fragment 5.8) is used for two purposes. First, it fills
the required information in the pattern tree node, such as number of hole nodes and
size of hole nodes. Second, it runs the LCS algorithm with token streams generated from
t1 and t2. The size of the longest common sequence — lcs size — is evaluated against
the predefined threshold dependent on the token sequences size, chosen to identify whether
t1 and t2 have adequate amount of nodes in common. If LCS size is greater than the
threshold then the value is subtracted from size of hole node twice, once for each token
stream, and the LCS nodes are saved in pattern tree.
The compare nodes (fragment 5.9) function gets the list of child nodes for t1 and t2 and
the pattern tree of corresponding pairs one by one by calling the function compare. If the
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Fragment 5.9: compare nodes adds patterns for children node of t1 and t2 and
adds then to pattern tree
1 void compare nodes (Node t1, Node t2, Node pattern tree)
2 List <Child node> t1 children = t1.get child nodes;
3 List <Child node> t2 children = t2.get child nodes;
4 List <Child node> pattern children = empty;
5 for (i = 0 to t1 children.size) do
6 Child Node pattern child[i] = t1 children[i].compare (t2 children[i]);
7 pattern children.update(pattern child);
8 if pattern children.size == 0 then
9 pattern node.leaf = true;
10 pattern node.copy(t1);
t1 and t2 nodes have no children (constant, literal...), the value of the node is simply copied
to the pattern node to keep as much of the tree information as possible.
The compare function has two versions, one for Child Nodes with single Nodes in them
and another for Child Nodes that contain a list of Node.
The compare function for single nodes (fragment 5.10) extracts the Node variable from
c1 and c2 using function get node and calls pattern generator on them. Once the
pattern node is returned, the value is used to update the Node variable inside pattern child.
The size of the subtree is also updated. The function returns the pattern child with prop-
erly filled information.
Fragment 5.10: compare compares Child Node with single object
1 Child Node compare (Child Node c1, Child Node c2)
2 Child Node pattern child = c1.get new child object() ();
3 Node t1 = c1.get node;
4 Node t2 = c2.get node;
5 Node pattern node = pattern generator (t1, t2);
6 pattern child.add (pattern node);
7 pattern child.update size ();
8 return pattern child;
The compare function for multi nodes (fragment 5.11) gets the list of nodes for c1 and
c2, assigns the size of the longest list to a new variable csize and creates a two-dimensional
square array of that size. Each index i,j is filled with value of the size of hole node of
corresponding tree nodes in the list. If index i or j is not valid then the value becomes
INT MAX defined by C++ macros.
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Fragment 5.11: compare compares Child Node with multi object
1 Child Nodecompare (Child Node c1, Child Node c2)
2 List <Child node> c1 nodes = c1.get nodes ();
3 List <Child node> c2 nodes = c2.get nodes ();
4 int c1 size = c1 nodes.size ();
5 int c2 size = c2 nodes.size ();
6 int csize = max (c1, c2);
7 array cost = int [csize][csize];
8 for (i = 0 to csize) do
9 for (h = 0 to csize) do
10 if ( i >= c1 size || i >= c2 size || j >= c1 size || j >= c2 size) then
11 cost[i][j] = INT MAX;
12 continue;
13 end
14 Node pattern node = pattern generator (c1 nodes[i], c2 nodes[j]);
15 cost[i][j]=pattern node.size of hole nodes;
16 end
17 end
18 Munkres m; m.do assignment (cost);
19 Child Node = c1.get new child object();
20 Node hole node = c1 nodes[0].get new object();
21 for (int c1 index = 0 to csize) do
22 int c2 index = m.get second index (c1 index);
23 if ( c1 index > c1 size || c2 index > c2 size) then
24 if ( c1 index > c1 size) then
25 Node unpaired node = c1 nodes[c1 index];
26 else
27 Node unpaired node = c2 nodes[c2 index];
28 end
29 hole node.hole = true;
30 hole node.add (unpaired node);
31 hole node.number of hole nodes ++;
32 hole node.size of hole nodes += unpaired node.size;
33 else
34 Node pattern node =pattern generator (c1 nodes[c1 index],
c2 nodes[c2 index]);
35 pattern child.add (pattern node);
36 end
37 if (hole node.hole ==true) then
38 pattern child.add (hole node);
39 end




Next, the function calls Munkres assignment algorithm for the cost matrix defined above.
This algorithm returns the information needed for pairing nodes from the first list to ones
from the second list.
Given two subtrees FunBind1[Match12, Match12, ..., Match1n] and FunBind2[Match21,
Match22, ..., Match2m], a square matrix cost of size max(n, m) is created. cost[i][j]
(i=1...n and j=1...m) is assigned the value of the number of nodes different between
Match1i and Match2j. This value is equal to size of hole nodes obtained from pattern tree
PMatch1i,Match2j generated for Match1i and Match2j. An example of this is discussed in chapter
4.1.2. cost[i][j] (i > n or j > m) is assigned INT MAX , since they represent out-of-scope
subtrees, and are added to make cost matrix square. The only time the node Matchij (i
= 1 and j ≤ n or i = 2 and j ≤ m) is matched against an out-of-scope subtree is when
every other actual subtree were already assigned to each other. Function get second index
returns the corresponding index of the passed parameter. If both c1 index and c2 index
are valid, then the pattern tree is generated for the nodes in the node lists. If any of the
index is not valid, that means that node on the valid index does not have a pair in this
circumstances. The node becomes part of the hole node.
Runtime optimization of the algorithm.
The algorithm is expected to run for every subtree pair that is likely to yield code clones.
While doing so, it should avoid repetitive or unusable comparisons. To achieve this two rules
are followed:
1. The program keeps track of already compared pairs with a lookup table. In this table
unique addresses of t1 and t2 are connected to their corresponding pattern tree Pt1,t2 .
After Pt1,t2 . The pattern generator for input (t1, t2) will not execute the algorithm and
instead will return the value to return in the lookup table.
2. Since the algorithm only reports clone pairs that has more than a predefined number
of tokens, it makes sense to only generate patterns for subtrees which already have
at least as many tokens. Instead of comparing all possible pairs for each group the
process will only compare subtrees that are necessary to yield suitable results. This
adjustment has been shown to improve the runtime of the system.
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CHAPTER 6: EXPERIMENT
To evaluate the clone detector tool the program tested against two different data sets.
For the first experiment, the input was subset of open-source applications used by Brown-
Thompson [15]. The results of their experiment as described in the paper is given below
(table 6.1). The second experiment was conducted using anonymized code fragments written
by students as part of their “Programming languages and Compilers” course. The students
were given code with unimplemented functions that they were expected to implement.
Name Density Clones ≥ 3 Clones ≥ 6 Clones ≥ 10
Simulation 111 8 4 0
Huffman 738 23 10 2
Compress 3212 23 10 0
PolyGP 5279 355 187 17
Table 6.1: Clone Detection Results from [15]
6.1 EXPERIMENT SET-UP
All the modules used in the experiment were transformed into annotated AST using the
standalone parser Haskell-Source with Extensions. The files containing ASTs were modified
to support the style accepted by the clone detector. After processing all the subtrees the
program generates a list of pattern trees. All pattern trees are evaluated against predefined
parameters to identify ones that do not correspond to proper code clone pairs. For this
purpose we have chosen four parameters, three of which are used by Evans-Fraser-Ma [20]:
1. Size of the pattern tree (min tokens) — if the pattern tree contains a small amount
of nodes, they are not processed further.
2. Number of hole nodes (max hole) — pattern trees generated from comparing two
AST subtrees should contain a limited number of hole nodes.
3. Size of hole nodes (max hole size) — even if a pattern tree satisfies the second
condition, it is important to limit the mass of each hole node.
4. The parameter min lcs tokens is not used to filter pattern trees. This value is used
to evaluate the utility of the LCS value for each subtree.
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These parameters affect the quality of the detected clones. When max hole=0, only type-1
clones are identified. Increasing this value alongside max hole size lets algorithm detect
type-2 and a portion of type-3 clones. The proper parameter values depend on the input
size and chosen granularity of code clones.
6.2 RESULTS
6.2.1 Experiment 1
The program was run three times for each input with different parameter combinations.
The number of clone pairs detected are shown on table 6.2.
min tokens 20 30 30
max hole 10 10 5
max hole size 20 10 10
Name ...Total... ...Total... ...Total... Size of AST
Simulation 0 0 0 214
Huffman 2 1 1 1085
Compress 39 4 2 3478
PolyGP 25 10 7 2231
Table 6.2: Experiment 1 - Clone detection results.
Even though we ran the clone detector for the same input as described in [15], direct
comparison of the results are not informative. The clone detector described in [15] does
not identify code clones with strong constraints (as described in section 3.1). For example,
manual analyses shows that code fragments from Simulation only construct trivial code
pairs and while some can still be identified by changing the first three parameters mentioned
above, they do not provide interesting refactoring opportunities. Currently the tool included
in the HaRe refactoring framework only allows one code pair detection at a time, instead of
providing a report for the whole module, which might have been useful for comparing of the
results.
decodeByt (Node n t1 t2 ) (L : r e s t ) = decodeByt t1 r e s
decodeByt (Node n t1 t2 ) (R: r e s t ) = decodeByt t2 r e s
Fragment 6.1: False positive code clone
Since the proposed approach ignores variable names, the result list is expected to contain
false positives. For example, code clone fragments detected in the Huffman program includes
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lines showed above (fragment 6.1).
6.2.2 Experiment 2
For the second experiment, program files were assembled into smaller groups to decrease
the execution time. Only a subset of student code were chosen to test the general ideas.
The results are shown on table 6.3.
min tokens 40 40 40
max hole 10 10 5
max hole size 20 10 10
File groups ............... ............... ............... Size of AST
(1-5) 128 90 79 15 638
(6-10) 94 78 74 12 050
(11-15) 125 84 63 14 746
(16-20) 106 77 60 15 189
(1-15) 1151 835 709 42 434
Table 6.3: Experiment 2 - Clone detection results.
The students were given the freedom to implement their functions any way they wanted
as long as the code passed random test cases. As a result, the code fragments contain both
small and major differences. This experiment showed the usefulness of the Hungarian method
and the LCS algorithm. For example, for files 1–15 the pattern generation step rearranged
154 491 nodes while generating pattern trees using Munkres assignments algorithm and up
to 6200 nodes were included in code clones that were identified by LCS. The programs took
up to 5 minutes for ASTs with 15 000 tokens and 30 minutes for ASTs with 42 000. This
suggests that the algorithm does not scale well for larger problems. This experiment also




In this thesis we proposed developing a clone code detection algorithm for programs imple-
mented with the functional programming language Haskell. The algorithm uses AST based
approaches and it extends previous work [16, 15, 21]. The main contribution is developing
a different similarity measurement system for subtree comparison which includes two addi-
tional algorithms. Munkres assignment algorithm (also known as the Hungarian method) is
used for detecting clones with rearranged fragments, and the longest common subsequence
(LCS) is used to evaluate similarity between subtrees with root nodes of similar syntactic
form.
The clone detector was tested on multiple programs written in Haskell. While it does
not show promising runtime performance it its current form, it did show that the proposed
algorithms are beneficial for identifying similar code fragments.
7.2 FUTURE WORK
Future work includes increasing efficiency, correctness, and usability. To achieve this, next
steps can be follows:
• Common structures of different types of clones should be studied closely in order to
develop more targeted approaches.
• Since false positives negatively affect correctness of the program, proper preprocessing
steps should be used to avoid simple problems, like using function parameters in dif-
ferent order, or reporting similar functions defined for different types without existing
abstraction. One way to improve these would be an alpha renaming, or De Bruijn
index as described in [16]
• In order the tool to be convenient for users it should be developed as a standalone
application with acceptable time complexity, or perhaps integrated in an IDE. A clone
detector inside an IDE can provide additional information that can be used to better
identify potential clones, like copy&paste tracking [24] or improving the code detector
based on explicit or implicit user feedback.
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